Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

(EE Concentration) Preliminary Examination Form

Student Name ________________________________  Student Signature______________________________

**Major Field**

(Circle One)

- Circuits/Devices
- Communication & Image / Signal Processing
- Electro optics
- Systems / Control
- Computer Engineering

**Please indicate how you will satisfy the breadth requirement:**

**Minor Field Courses**

Choose One Not the Same as Your Major Field

- [ ] Circuits/Devices
- [ ] Electro optics
- [ ] Communication & Image/Signal Process
- [ ] Systems/Controls
- [ ] Computer Engineering
- [ ] Ad Hoc (Please Attach Letter From Graduate Advisor)

**GRE Subject Test**

Choose One Corresponding to the Table Below

- [ ] Mathematics (Allowed for any major field - 60th Percentile Required)
- [ ] Physics (Not allowed for System/Controls - 60th Percentile Required)
- [ ] Engineering (Not allowed for Comm. & Image/Signal – 80th Percentile Required)
- [ ] Computer Science (Allowed only for Comm & Image/Signal Process - 60th Percentile Req.)

**Other Conditions**

Advisor’s Name__________________________________  Advisor’s Signature ______________________________